






In 1965 Rick's Martial Arts Journey Began...

Adopted by two loving
parents, George and Betty
Joslin Rick grew up in
Hamilton and attended Sacred
Heart Elementary School.

Rick took up boxing and
represented the sacred heart
school team at local
competitions.

He competed in the city
championship at age 12.

After switching schools Rick
Quarterbacked for the
St.Patrick's Elementary School
Football team. The team ended
up winning the city
championship that year.

At 19, he joined a motorcycle
club and began getting into a
bit of trouble.

His friend who was a yellow
belt in Karate at the time
invited him to try a class. He
and a bunch of his friends
joined in. Rick was the only
one that stayed with it.





Rick, now hooked on Martial Arts, trained hard
for countless hours, 5 days per week.

After only 18 months of training, he earned his
Black Belt in Karate. His natural abilities,
toughness and insane work ethic lead to a

record setting promotion time. (It usually took
more than 5 years to earn a Black Belt)





Joslin's first opens for lessons in 1967.

It's first location was at Scott Park High
School.

A humble beginning, Rick worked hard to
build up and keep a solid core of students.





In 1970, Rick moved the
Dojo to the Jewish
Community Center.

Over they next couple of
years the team grew
rapidly. Rick and his
students really enjoyed
training at the
Community Center.

"The people in charge
there were phenomenal
people. I would have
stayed there if we hadn't
grown so much" says
Rick of his time at the
JCC.



Team Joslin takes home some hardware!

Rick Joslin, Murray Sutherland and John Lambie Rick Joslin watching Master Shintani break concrete



Joslin's Moves to it's Current Locaction on Concession Street

As the Joslin's team grew in
size and reputation, Rick
Joslin and several of his
teammates decided to move
the martial arts school to a
bigger location.

Originally a pool hall, the
building at 436 Conession St.

had a large open area for the
dojo floor and enough room
for several heavy bags.

Rick and his wife Linda
rented the building for
seven years before
purchasing the building in
1980 from the owners at

that time.

Over the years, as the
membership base grew, Rick
expanded the gym several
times, adding on adjacent
buildings in order to make
more training, lobby &
office space.





Rick Joslin wins the Canadian Karate
Championship!

2 years after winning the title Rick had the
honour of receiving the Civic Ring from
Hamilton Mayor Jack MacDonald and
Alderman Henry Merling. (photo on right)





The Joslin's Kickboxing Team hits the
competition circuit. Rigorous training and
regular hard sparring makes the team a force to
be reckoned with.

Over the following years the team goes
undefeated with a record of 33 wins and 0
losses.





APRIL 30, 1975 - Jeff Joslin was born to parents Rick
and Linda Joslin (pictured with Jeff on right)





Sutherland Ranked #1

Team Joslin kickboxer
Murray "Boogaloo"
Sutherland becomes #1
ranked fighter in the
PKA (Professional
Karate Assocaition)

Murray went undefeated
with wins over many
very talented fighters.

His victories include a
TKO victory over the
legendary John Yves
Theriault (both early in
their careers) , a KO win
over Karate champion
Billy Blanks and wins
over many other tough
opponents.



Rick Joslin is victorious at the
first ever Professional Karate
event held in Hamilton.

Team Joslin won the "Best
Overall Team" at the event
after many of the team's
competitors medalled in their
divisions.

Rick took home top honours
in both the Kata and Fighting
Divisions and was soon after
featured in Canadian Karate
Magazine.

The magazine gave a behind
the scenes look at Rick's
training and his rapidly
growing martial arts school.





Sutherland to Boxing #1 in the World 10 Year Anniversary

Murray Sutherland moves
from Kickboxing to
Professional Boxing and has a
brilliant career.

He won the IBF world super-
middleweight title in 1984 and
went the distance (10 rounds)
against both Thomas
"Hitman" Hearns and Michael
"Jinx" Spinks.

The Joslin's Kickboxing
team (pictured on far left) is
ranked #1 in the world at the

time.

Joslin's celebrates 10 years of
business in Hamilton.

Many adults and kids are
training regularly. Lots of
running, conditioning, heavy
bag work and sparring are
the norm back in those days.



Young Jeff Joslin begins training martial arts at the
age of 5.

Jeff with his hero Rick (Daddy)! The Front Kick (Mae Geri)



Joslin's Fight Nights Become a Huge Success!

Every 3-4 months Joslin's ran full contact
kickboxing shows st Joslin's. The exciting

events drew 300-400 spectators and featured
some of the nations top rising stars.





In the early 80's the Joslin's Kickboxing team competed regularly in both Quebec and
Ontario.

Rick Joslin started the Canadian Kickboxing Association in 1982. Events were run all over
Ontario giving athletes the opportunity to build their skills and competitive experience.

The association was active for more than 5 years. By working with great people like John
Therien from Quebec, Rick proudly helped the sport grow and played a part in making
this time period a great one for Professional Kickboxing.



2 Time World Lightweight Boxing Champion and
future Hall of Famer Aaron "The Hawk" Pryor
visited Joslin's. The boxing legend used our facility
for the day during one of his training camps.

Rick presented Aaron with an "Honorary
Blackbelt" that day and Jeff and Paul Joslin spent
time playing were Aaron Pryor Jr.





1885-1986 Hamilton Steelhawks (OHL)

In 1985 Joslin's Martial Arts become active within the hockey world.

The '85 Hamilton Steelhawks of the OHL began cross training at Joslin's Martial Arts with Sensei
Rick Joslin. The team worked on flexibility, hand speed, agility and many other areas that would
help them improve their play on the ice. Future NHL'ers Shayne Corson and Brad Dalgarno were
on the team during that time.

That same year, Rick Joslin began running his"Hockey Shape-Up" On-Ice hockey school for
kids. The school was a huge success; running for more than 15 years. In later years Paul Joslin,
Rick's son helped run and grow the program with him.  Many young hockey players  --including
future pros-- participated in the "Joslin's Hockey Shape-Up" school back in the 1980's and 90's.





Joslin's Celebrates 20 Years of Business!

In 1987 Joslin's Martial Arts celebrated it's 20th Anniversary. The gym had grown tremedously
over the previous years. Many parents were enrolling their children in martial arts as a way to
improve their discipline, respect, confidence and self-esteem.

The film "The Karate Kid" became a huge hit in 1984. The film gave widespread exposure to the
art of Karate, inspiring many new people to give it a try. It was a great time for the gym.

Joslin's removed it's Kickboxing ring in order to make space for it's many new students.

In 1984, Jeff Joslin decided to take a break from martial arts training to play hockey like most of
his friends were doing at the time.





The Joslin's Karate team makes a return to the
tournament scene.

Our youth and adult competitors win numerous
championships across Canada and the U.S.

This was the beginning of our world-renowned
"Gold Jacket" competition team.





Jeff Returns to Martial Arts

While in high school Jeff
returned to the Dojo to resume
his training.

An older student at his school
was trying to pick a fight with
him. Knowing that the fight
couldn't be avoided Jeff
decided to prepare.

Slipping downstairs into the
Dojo at nighttime --after
classes had finished-- Jeff hit
the heavy bags, jumped rope
and did workouts on his own.

About a month later, he ended
up having to fight the guy in
the cafeteria. Afterwards Jeff
started attending group martial
arts class again.

The sport then took over his
life. He was addicted!



The "Golden Jacket" Team

The Joslin's Competition
team was growing rapidly.

Recognized by the unique
gold coloured uniforms they
wore, competitors knew
they were in tough when
facing one of the Joslin's
team members.

Every February, the Ontario
Karate Champioship was
held in Hamilton. Team
Joslin's always came out in
full force, winning the "Best
Supporting Club" for
numerous years.

In 1993 Team Joslin's sent
over 100 competitors to the
event, making us one of the
largest competitive Karate
teams in Canada.



NBL/SKI World Championships
(Hollywood, CA) - Jeff Joslin wins World
Championship Titles in Sparring, Kata and
Weapons at the Green Belt Level.

Jeff was also the Overall Highest Ranked
Coloured Belt in North America that year.





By 1994, Royce Gracie had
impressively won UFC #1 and #2,
showing the world the importance of
ground fighting technique.

After becoming exposed to Brazilian
Jiu-Jitsu techniques via VHS tapes,
Jeff Joslin's addictive personality
took control. He began to study and
practice BJJ techniques every day. At
that time there were no BJJ
instructors in Canada and only a
handful in the USA.

Largely self taught in the beginning
Jeff began getting other Karate
students together to practice ground
techniques with him daily.

A regular class was soon formed at
Joslin's and our students began to
improve their ground skills at a
much faster rate.

Jeff and his students made trips to
Chicago, Atlanta, and many other
places to visit BJJ schools and attend
seminars.

Laying out the portable mats for class!

Mike Luton & Jeff Joslin at Carlson Gracie's school in Chicago



At the end of his seminar,
Royce Gracie chose a

handful of people --out of
several hundred

participants.

He awarded each of them
with a Gracie Jiu-Jitsu

Blue Belt.

Jeff Joslin and our student
Mike Luton were

amongst the few chosen.

Royce Gracie
demonstrates an

armlock
technique on Jeff

Joslin



With growing classes and an
increase in adult kickboxing
students, Rick Joslin decided
to expand the gym in 1994.

This large expansion gave us
room for 11 additional heavy
bags, a new Ring and the
increased space necessary to
better serve our students.

The ring was put to great use
by our karate fighters,
kickboxers and in the future
years by our MMA fighters
as they prepared for
competitions.

Young Brian Joslin making sure everything is in order ;)

Time to connect the rooms!





NBL/SKI World Championships (San Antonio,
TX) - Jeff Joslin wins the Brown Belt World
Championships in the Fighting division.

Jeff defeated 12 opponent's in a row with no
losses in what was one of his toughest
challenges in Karate competition.



The Joslin's Canadian Open

Rick, Jeff and Paul Joslin
(pictured on bottom left)
hosted the 1st Annual
Joslin's Canadian Open
Karate Championships in
Hamilton.

The event was held at
Sherwood High School and
attracted hundreds of
competitors from across
Canada and the United
States.

With Gold Belts awarded to
the champions of every
single division, the event was
one of the most highly
anticipated during that time.

This first event was the first
of fifteen that were run
anually in the city.



Team Joslin's Ranked #1 in Canada & #4 in the World

1996 - After a dominant season of competition our Karate team was rated #1 in Canada and #4 in
the World by the NBL/SKI.

We ended up with multiple students winning World Titles that year and sent big teams to various
events across the globe.

Our top competitors travelled regularly, winning events and earning points towards becoming the
top rated athletes in their divisions.

Sensei Rick Joslin was featured in "Sport Karate International" Magazine as a "Champion Coach" 





Jeff Joslin Receives his Black Belt from his Father Rick

At age twenty one, Jeff was awarded with his Black Belt in Karate by his father Rick. It was
an emotional moment where neither could speak a word and tears flowed.

Coming off a world title win at Brown Belt Jeff was excited to test his skill at the highest
level of the sport.

In the following year Jeff won many tournaments at the Black Belt level improving his
overall Karate competition record to 164 Gold Medals, 21 Silver, and 5 Bronze.



Dec 1996-In his
first year as a

Black Belt Jeff
wins 2nd place in

Fighting at the
NBL World

Championship
(Washington,

DC)

At the 1996
NBL World

Championship
Jeff Joslin

became the #1
Rated Bo Staff
Competitor in

the World



30 Years and Growing...

1997 was a busy year at
Joslin's Martial Arts.

The entire Hamilton
Bulldogs team began training
at Joslin's regularly. George
Laroque, Dennis Bonvie,
Steve Passmore and other
players spent time with
working on conditioning,
flexibility, punching
technique and footwork.

Coach Lorne Molleken
believed the crosstraining
would help his team excel.

The team made it all the way
to the Calder final that year
and racked up a record
breaking 2640 minutes in
penalties.



Jeff with  Rickson Gracie 30th Anniversary Rick Joslin Refereeing

Jeff Joslin retired from Karate
competition to focus on his
goal of one day fighting in the
Ultimate Fighting
Championship (UFC). Jeff
began spending extra time
training/competing in
Kickboxing and Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu. 

Our 30th Anniversary marked
an exciting time for Joslin's
Martial Arts.

With a full time Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu program running
alongside our strong Karate/
Kickboxing programs, it gave
us great depth & diversity.

Rick Joslin was active as
Ontario's head kickboxing
referee.

Rick was called upon to work
numerous title fights and a
large number of pro fight cards
during that time period.



Brazilian Jiu Jitsu Takes Off!

In the late 1990's the Joslin's
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu program
exploded in poplularity.

After receiving his Blue Belt in
BJJ from Master Romero
"Jacare" Cavalcanti in Atlanta,
Jeff became one of the first to
reach that level in Canada.

Jeff and his team competed
regularly in competitions
across North America.

As a Blue Belt Jeff won the
NAGA North American
Championship in Hartford,
CT.

With the BJJ and striking
programs growing steadilly it
was an exciting time for team
Joslin's.



The BJJ team after a local tournament Team Joslin training with Renzo Gracie

Kickboxing team competing in the U.SJeff wins the North American Championship!



Time for Another Expansion!

With the booming popularity of the Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu classes at Joslin's, Rick decided to
expand the gym again to better serve our students.

Building into an adjacent unit, Rick moved the current office, lobby and changerooms to
make space for a new fully matted training room (pictured above).

The new room allowed us to add many new Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu classes to our schedule and
gave us the ability to run two different classes simultaneously during the daytimes and
evenings.

Eventually we matted both gyms to accomodate out rapidly growing students base.





Jeff Joslin earns his Purple Belt in
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu from Master
"Jacare" while training in Atlanta,GA
at Alliance Headquarters.



The Adult Karate class after hard training Jeff wins the Grapplers Quest U.S Nationals

In-House Karate Tournament as Joslin'sSensei Rick and his sparring class



On June 1, 2002 Gavin "Heavy Metal"
Hesson became the first Team Joslin
member to fight a professional MMA fight.

Gavin won by submission in the first round
over Andrew Redden at the MFC 4 - New
Grounds event in Edmonton, Alberta.



Historic Win at the IBJJF Pan-
Ams!

Team Joslin members Jeff
Joslin, Rowan Cunningham
and Dave Mark drove down
to Florida to compete in the
2002 IBJJF Pan/American
Championship.

In his second year as a
purple belt Jeff won the
Gold Medal in his division.

It was the first time in
history that a Canadian won
Gold at the IBJJF Pan/
American games.

Dave Mark took home the
silver in his division and
Rowan did very well in some
hard fought matches.

It was a great day for team
Joslin!



On November 3rd,
2002 Jeff Joslin
stepped into the cage
to make his
Professional MMA
debut.

The fight took place in
Montreal, Quebec as
part of the UCC
Proving Grounds 8
event.

The card featured a
lineup of great talent
including six future
UFC Fighters.

Jeff won his fight vs.
the very tough Kyle
Sandford (at 185lbs)
by TKO in the first
round.





In 2002, the Joslin's Kids
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu program
began. It was one of the first
of it's kind in Ontario.

Classes ran several days per
week and many of the
students competed in local
tournaments.

The program has grown
tremendously and we now
offer 7 BJJ classes per week
for kids.

Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu is a great
compliment to our Karate
program (and vice-versa) and
is a very effective martial art
for self-defense.

It's also a lot of fun!

Some of our young BJJ students competing at the Canadian Open

Some of our first generation Kids Brazilian Jiu Jitsu students



Jeff Joslin becomes the 2nd Brazilian Jiu-
Jitsu Brown Belt in Ontario after receiving
the promotion from his instructor Romero
"Jacare" Cavalcanti.



Marcelo Garcia Spends a Month at Joslin's Martial Arts

In 2004 Marcelo Garcia visited us for a month's time (over 2 trips). Marcelo taught daily classes at
our school and shared his highly effective style of BJJ game (x-guard, butterfly guard, smashing
passes and much more) with our students.

Rolling daily with Marcelo was very beneficial for Jeff, Jason Powell, Dean Masicotte, Dave Mark,
Jurgen Rudolph, Dallas O'Regan, Andrew Bowler and our many other coloured belts as Marcelo
was a wealth of knowledge.  Marcelo went on to become a 5 time World BJJ Champion and we
were very fortunate to have him here in Canada training with us.

To this day, our instructors still teach many of the techniques that Marcelo shared with us during
his stay. Marcelo now runs a very successful school in New York City.







Historic MMA Event - Freedom Fight'05 - Jeff Joslin Fights Jon Fitch

July 9th, 2015 - Gatineau, Quebec - Jeff  Joslin battled Jon Fitch at the Freedom Fight MMA event.  Jeff
was chosen to represent Canada in a 5 vs 5 man event against team U.S.A. His opponent was future UFC
#1 Contender Jon Fitch.

Shown nationwide on TSN it was the first time in history that an MMA event was broadcasted on national
television in Canada.

Jeff and Jon battled hard in the first two rounds of the bout. After surviving an illegal headbutt early in the
fight Jeff took it to the American in final round. In a unprecedented moment Jon Fitch called a "time out"
after getting hit with a strong combination. The referee strangely allowed it, giving Jon a two minute rest
before having the fight continue. After all the craziness, the judges shockingly gave Jon Fitch the win via
split decision. The bout made a "Top 5 rip-offs in MMA History" list.



Feb 18, 2006 - Jeff Joslin receives his
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Black Belt from Master
Romero "Jacare" Cavalcanti, 12 years after
beginning his BJJ journey.

Jeff was the first Canadian to become a
Team Alliance Black Belt.



Gatineau, Que.- Jeff
Joslin KO'ed MMA
Veteran Nuri Shakir,
at 2:42 into the first
round, to become the
Apex Fighting World
Welterweight
Champion.

It was the first time
Nuri had be KO'ed in
his 37 pro fights.

Over 100 of our
students travelled by
bus to support Jeff
and our team.

After this dominant
victory many people
were pushing for the
UFC (Ultimate
Fighting
Championship) to
sign Jeff to their
roster.



Dec, 2016 - Jeff Joslin received a call from UFC
Matchmaker Joe Silva. The UFC offered Jeff a fight
against their rising star Josh Koscheck.

At the time Josh (4-Time NCAA All American
Wrestler) had been starting to knock people out
with strikes. Consequently, many fighters on the
roster had turned down the fight against Josh and
they needed someone to take the fight on short
notice.

Jeff excitedly accepted and travelled to Miramar
Marine Base in San Diego to battle the American on
his home turf in the co-main event fight shown live
on Spike TV (to over 2.5 million viewers)

It was a 3 round battle that saw Jeff winning the
striking exchanges. Koscheck used his great
wrestling to take the fight to the ground where the
ground fighting skills of both athletes nullified each
others offense.

Josh ended up winning the hard fought match by
decision. This was the first of Jeff 3-Fight UFC
contract.







In 2017 Joslin's celebrated 40 years of business! It was an
exciting time at the gym. Many new people had begun their
training in a well rounded way, training in both striking and
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu.

The popularity of the UFC and Jeff's recent signing with the
organization had sparked many local people's interest in Mixed
Martial Arts training.

The kids karate team was training hard in their kata and sparring
classes . Many adults were training to improve their fitness while
others were looking to compete in upcoming competitions.

The Joslin's Canadian Open had grown into the largest
grappling event in Canada. With over 1000 competitors, every
division was stacked with talent making it the country's most
challenging tournament to win.

We ran 9 mats non-stop all day long over 2 days to fit in all the
BJJ action.  Today, people still talk about their great experiences
at the Joslin's Canadian Opens.

Unfortunately, midway through 2007 Jeff sustained an injury in
training (concussion) and was forced to retire from MMA early
into his career.  Jeff then dedicated 100% of his time to coaching.



The Joslin's MMA Fight Team Hits the Competitive Scene!

2009 marked a time when many of our athletes were training hard daily to make their
MMA debuts.

Ryan Dickson was the first to make that step. Going 6-0 as an amateur Ryan won the XCC
Welterweight Title before turning pro. As a professional Ryan won 10 fights (all finishes)
and captured the Hard Knocks Fighting Championship Belt.

Over the following years our fight team grew rapidly. Ryan Dickson, Chris Watson,
Johnny Sanguinetti, David Looker, Marc Gillespie, Tia Biason, Amro Abu Farha, Matt
Melo, Andrew Walsh, Steve Bingham, Mike McCormick and others racked up an
impressive 80% Win Percentage (67 wins, 17 losses).  It was an very exciting time!





Coach Jeff Joslin was asked by UFC Vet
Spencer "The King" Fisher to be his head coach
for UFC 120.

Jeff spent time in Iowa coaching Spencer before
they travelled to London, England for the bout.
In a great battle, Spencer defeated Curt
Warburton by Unanimous Decision.





Hamilton's 1st MMA Event!

June 17th, 2012 - Jeff Joslin &
Gabe Macaluso teamed up to
put on Hamilton's first ever
Professional MMA Event.

The event was held at Copps
Colliseum and drew over 3000
spectators.

The event featured special
guests Chuck "The Iceman"
Liddell and event head referee
"Big" John McCarthy.

It was an awesome night of
MMA action with a fight card
stacked with talent including
four future UFC fighters.

The athletes put on an fantastic
show that night for the fans.
Joslin's is very proud to have
been a part of this historic
event.





The Cage Arrives!

In 2012, we decided to remove our kickboxing ring and replace it with a brand new 20' by
20' Octagon shaped cage.

The cage gave us additional space for sparring --for both kickboxers,MMA fighters and
grapplers-- and was key in preparing our professional and amateur MMA fighters for their
upcoming bouts.

The Joslin's cage was also featured in the music video for the 40 Sons "Hurricane" track.
(pictured on opposite page, bottom right)





In 2013, Rick Joslin was inducted into the
Hamilton Sports Hall of Fame; A great honour
for a man that dedicated to his life to inspiring
youth and adults to become better versions of
themselves through martial arts.







Rick Joslin proudly passes
the Martial Arts business on
to his son Jeff.

Jeff adds many new and
exciting classes to the
schedule and makes sure that
he personallly gets to teach
all of our students; from the
youngest (4 year olds) to our
adults --both recreational
and professional levels.

Joslin's continues to grow as
the word spreads about how
much fun martial arts
training can be.

Through the hard work of
Rick, Jeff and all of our
amazing instructors and staff
Joslin's strongly moves
forward through the 2010's.

Josin's Kids Halloween Party

Joslin's Karate Kids!



Calgary, Alberta - Ryan Dickson KO's
Dave Mazany at 23 seconds into the 2nd
round to become the Hard Knocks Fighting
Lightweight (155 lbs.) Champion.

This victory was Ryan's 16th win of his
career.  (All coming by Submission or KO)





BJJ Team on Fire!

The Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu team
tore things up on the
competition scene in 2016.

The team won 30 Gold
Medals, 16 Silver and 20
Bronze medals in the span of
one year.

Amr Ghoneim, Dana Del
Fabro and Khaled Ramadan
racked up the most victories.

Tia Biason won the IBJJF
World Championship in the
White Belt division.

Jeff Joslin competed at the
IBJJF Master's World
Championship in Las Vegas.
In a division of 25 ultra
tough Black Belts Jeff won
the Bronze Medal!





Joslin's Summer Party 2016 - Cristie's Conservation

2016 was a year of tremendous growth for Joslin's Martial Arts. We saw many new
students, young and old, step on the mats for the very first time. Many old students
returned to training and our active students continued to work hard each and every day.

With the help of our great staff and hard working instructors our dedicated students
improved their skills by leaps and bounds.

Some of our favourite events of the year were the Summer Party at Christies, our Kids
Halloween Party, the Winter Holiday Party at Serve Ping Pong, the Kids Summer Camps
and our 12 Hour Train-A-Thon where we raised over $2000 worth of toys for CityKidz.





Proudly Serving Hamilton for
50 Years!

In 2017 Josln's celebrates it's
50th Anniversary.

We feel very fortunate and
extremely proud to be here
in our great city of Hamilton
doing what we love to do:
Martial Arts.

Thanks to everyone who
supported us over the last
five decades: Our dedicated
instructors, hard working
employees, friends, families,
past and current members,
and fellow Hamiltonians.

We look forward to serving
our community for many
more years to come.





Throughout the years we've been
fortunate to have trained
numerous NHL,AHL and OHL
hockey players.

They all loved the benefits they
gained from crosstraining in
Martial Arts.

Marty McSorley was the first
NHL'er to train with us back in
the 1980's.

Longtime NHL'er George
Laraque trained with us for a
season when he was on the
Hamilton Bulldogs.

One of the NHL'er toughest
players Brian McGratton spent an
entire summer training boxing
daily with Coach Jeff Joslin.

It's always fun time working with
the  hockey players that visit us.

One of the NHL's Top Enforcers Brian McGratton training with Jeff Joslin

George Laraque throwing down on the ice





JOSLIN'S T-SHIRTS
AROUND THE WORLD!





Plenty of Spcial Guests...

Over the years we have had
many special guests visit us
for training, seminars, meet
and greets and other events.

In martial arts the learning
never ends so anytime you
can meet up with other
experienced martial arts to
share ideas it's a great thing!

Our past guests include
Royce Gracie, Randy
Couture, Rashad Evans,
Alistair Overeem, Romero
Cavalcanti, Marcelo Garcie,
Sean  Patrick Flannery, Erik
Paulson, Caio Terra, Lucas
Lepri, Big John McCarthy,
Wanderlei Silva, Cobrinha,
Bernardo Faria and many
more...










